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Abstract- Wireless sensor networks are an important for monitoring distributed remote environments. As one of the key 
technologies involved in WSNs, nodes fault detection is indispensable in most WSN applications. It is well known that the 
distributed fault detection scheme checks out the failed nodes by exchanging data and mutually testing among neighbor 
nodes in this network, but the fault detection accuracy of a scheme would decrease rapidly when the number of neighbor 
nodes to be diagnosed is small and the node’s failure ratio is high. An improved scheme is proposed by defining new 
detection criteria. Simulation results demonstrate that the improved scheme performs well in the above situation and can 
increase the fault detection accuracy greatly. Wireless sensor-actor networks, sensors probe their surroundings and forward 
their data to actor nodes. Actors collaboratively respond to achieve predefined application mission. Since actors have to 
coordinate their operation, it is necessary to maintain a strongly connected network topology at all times. Moreover, the 
length of the inter-actor communication paths maybe constrained to meet latency requirement. Cost Aware Secure Routing 
protocol to address these two conflicting issues through two adjustable parameters: energy balance control and probabilistic 
based random walking. CASER has an excellent routing performance in terms of energy balance and routing path 
distribution for routing path security. We also proposed a non uniform energy deployment scheme to maximize the sensor 
network lifetime. Our analysis and simulation will showing that we can increase the lifetime and the number of messages 
that can be delivered under then on-uniform energy deployment by more than four times. CASER has flexibility to support 
multiple routing. The main objective to have a network which gives assurance of packet delivery and give the node time to 
regain its so that it will be able to carry further load Packets on the network. This can be done by using shortest path. Prior 
work relies on maintaining multi hop neighbor lists and predetermines some criteria for the node’s involvement in the 
recovery. Multi hop based schemes often impose high node repositioning overhead and the repaired inter actor topology 
using two hop schemes may differ significantly from its prefailure status. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Wireless sensor networks are composed of massive, 
small and low-cost sensor nodes deployed in a 
monitoring region; forming a multi hop self 
organized network system through wireless 
communication. The target is to cooperatively sense, 
collect and process the information about objects in 
the node failure, and then sends it to the observer for 
processing and analyzing. The sensors serve as 
wireless data acquisition devices for the more 
powerful actor nodes that process the sensor readings 
and put forward an appropriate response a failure of 
an actor may cause the network to partition into 
disjoint blocks and would thus violate such a 
connectivity requirement. The remote setup in which  
WSANs often serve makes the deployment of 
additional resources to replace failed actors 
impractical, and repositioning of nodes becomes the 
best recovery option when a node fails, its neighbors 
will individually consult their possibly incomplete 
routing table to decide on the appropriate course of 
actions and define their role in the recovery if any. If 
the failed node is critical to the network connectivity, 
i.e., a node whose failure causes the network to 
partition into disjoint blocks, the neighbor that 
belongs to the smallest block reacts.  Require every 
node to maintain a list of their multi-hop neighbors 
and determine the scope of the recovery by checking  
 

 
whether the failed node. Cost Aware Secure Routing 
Protocol for WSNs to balance the energy 
consumption and increase network lifetime. CASER 
has the flexibility to support multiple routing 
strategies in message forwarding to extend the 
lifetime while increasing routing security. Both 
theoretical analysis and simulation results show that 
CASER has an excellent routing performance in 
terms of energy balance and routing path distribution 
for routing path security. 
We also proposed a non-uniform energy deployment 
scheme to maximize the sensor network lifetime. Our 
analysis and simulation results show that we can 
increase the lifetime and the number of messages that 
can be delivered under the non-uniform energy 
deployment by more than four times. 
 
 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
1. Hong Guo, Gangxiang Shen, Senior Member, 
IEEE, Sanjay K. Bose, Senior Member, IEEE et al 
“Routing and Spectrum Assignment for Dual 
Failure Path Protected Elastic Optical Networks”, 
2169-3536 (c) 2016 IEEE. Translations 
 
The major challenge in designing wireless sensor 
networks (WSNs) is the support of the functional, 
such as data latency, and the non-functional, such as 
data integrity, requirements while coping with the 
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computation, energy and communication constraints. 
Careful node placement can be a very effective 
optimization means for achieving the desired design 
goals. In this paper, we report on the current state of 
the research on optimized node placement in WSNs. 
We highlight the issues, identify the various 
objectives and enumerate the different models and 
formulations. We categorize the placement strategies 
into static and dynamic depending on whether the 
optimization is performed at the time of deployment 
or while the network is operational, respectively. We 
further classify the published techniques based on the 
role that the node plays in the network and the 
primary performance objective considered. The paper 
also highlights open problems in this area of research 
[1]. 
 
2. Ian F. Akyildiz et al “IEEE ON POWER 
DELIVERY, VOL. 21, NO. 1”, Wireless sensor 
and actor networks: research challenges 
JANUARY 2014.                                                                                        
 
This paper presents a Wireless sensor and actor 
networks (WSANs) refer to a group of sensors and 
actors linked by wireless medium to perform 
distributed sensing and acting tasks. The realization 
of wireless sensor and actor networks needs to satisfy 
the requirements introduced by the coexistence of 
sensors and actors. In WSANs, sensors gather 
information about the physical world, while actors 
take decisions and then perform appropriate actions 
upon the environment, which allows a user to 
effectively sense and act from a distance. In order to 
provide effective sensing and acting, coordination 
mechanisms are required among sensors and actors. 
Moreover, to perform right and timely actions, sensor 
data must be valid at the time of acting. This paper 
explores sensor-actor and actor-actor coordination 
and describes research challenges for coordination 
and communication problems [2]. 
 
3. A. Abbasi, M. Younis, UPEC et al “Movement-
assisted connectivity restoration in wireless sensor 
and actor networks”, 2014. 
 
This paper presents in wireless sensor and actor 
networks (WSANs), a set of static sensor nodes and a 
set of (mobile) actor nodes form a network that 
performs distributed sensing and actuation tasks.  
Presented DARA, a Distributed Actor Recovery 
Algorithm, which restores the connectivity of the 
interactor network by efficiently relocating some 
mobile actors when failure of an actor happens. To 
restore 1 and 2-connectivity of the network, two 
algorithms are developed in [1]. Their basic idea is to 
find the smallest set of actors that needs to be 
repositioned to restore the required level of 
connectivity, with the objective to minimize the 
movement overhead of relocation [3]. 

R.J.Egusha “A Distributed LeDiR algorithm for WSA 
Networks” Vol.4, No.3, “The actor node will respond 
based upon the different applications’’ June 2014. 
 
The correct response from the actor node indicates 
strong connectivity between the nodes. Meanwhile, 
fast transfer of data may result in failure of 
connectivity termed as cut. To overcome this 
problem, DCD algorithm is proposed, which is 
distributed and asynchronous. The DCD algorithm is 
based on the iterative computation of the nodes and it 
is used to recover from a multiple node failure. The 
convergence rate of the underlying iterative scheme is 
independent of the size and structure of the network. 
This algorithm also enables fast detection of node 
failures. The results are obtained and then compared 
by detailed simulations [4]. 
 

3. 4. G. Wang, G. Cao, and T. La Porta, Vol.4, 
No.3,“Movement–assisted sensor deployment” 
June 2014. 
 
Adequate coverage is very important for sensor 
networks to fulfill the issued sensing tasks. In many 
working environments, it is necessary to make use of 
mobile sensors, which can move to the correct places 
to provide the required coverage. In this paper, we 
study the problem of placing mobile sensors to get 
high coverage. Based on voronoi diagrams; we design 
two sets of distributed protocols for controlling the 
movement of sensors, one favoring communication 
and one favoring movement. In each set of protocols, 
we use voronoi diagrams to detect coverage holes and 
use one of three algorithms to calculate the target 
locations of sensors if holes exist. Simulation results 
show the effectiveness of our protocols and give 
insight on choosing protocols and calculation 
algorithms under different application requirements 
and working conditions [5]. 
 

4. 5. Shuhui Yangy; Minglu Liz; Jie Wu, “Scan-
based movement-assisted sensor deployment 
methods in wireless sensor networks” 2013. 
 
These papers discuss the efficiency of sensor 
networks depends on the coverage of the monitoring 
area. Although, in general, a sufficient number of 
sensors are used to ensure a certain degree of 
redundancy in coverage, a good sensor deployment is 
still necessary to balance the workload of sensors. In 
a sensor network with locomotion facilities, sensors 
can move around to self-deploy. The movement-
assisted sensor deployment deals with moving 
sensors from an initial unbalanced state to a balanced 
state. Therefore, various optimization problems can 
be defined to minimize different parameters, 
including total moving distance, total number of 
moves, communication/computation cost, and 
convergence rate. In this paper, we first propose a 
Hungarian-algorithm-based optimal solution, which 
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is centralized. Then, a localized scan-based 
movement-assisted sensor deployment method 
(SMART) and several variations of it that use scan 
and dimension exchange to achieve a balanced state 
are proposed. An extended SMART is developed to 
address a unique problem called communication 
holes in sensor networks. Extensive simulations have 
been done to verify the effectiveness of the proposed 
scheme [6]. 
 
Motivation 
The main aim is to detect the failure node using 
shortest path to send the data and recover the failure 
node and also maximize the sensor network lifetime, 
due to this the traffic load is on the single node which 
cause the bottleneck in the network traffic .we ensure 
that the energy consumption of all sensor grids are 
balanced.  To achieve a high message delivery ratio, 
our routing protocol should try to avoid message 
dropping by multiple node path when an alternative 
routing path exists and recover. 

 
 It ensures balanced energy consumption of 

the entire sensor network so that the lifetime 
of the WSNs can be maximized.  

 CASER protocol supports multiple routing 
strategies based on the routing requirements, 
including fast/slow message delivery and 
secure message delivery to prevent routing.  

 Traceback attacks and malicious traffic 
jamming attacks in WSNs.  

 We assume that the WSNs are composed of 
a large number of sensor nodes and a sink 
node. 

 The sensor nodes are randomly deployed 
throughout the sensor domain. Each sensor 
node has a very limited and non-replenish 
able energy resource.  

 The sink node is the only destination for all 
sensor nodes to send messages to through a 
multi-hop routing strategy.  

 
Considering such a problem with collocated node 
failure is more complex and challenging in nature. to 
investigate this issue. Also includes factoring in 
coverage and ongoing application tasks in the 
recovery process and developing a for evaluating the 
various failure recovery schemes. 
 
Sensing and data processing are essential WSNs have 
many more nodes and are more densely deployed 
Hardware must be cheap; nodes are more prone to 
failures WSNs operate under very strict energy 
constraints Node failures are very improbable unless 
a part of the deployment area includes factoring in 
coverage and ongoing application tasks in the 
recovery process and developing a test bed for 
evaluating the various failure recovery schemes. 
Probability for multiple nodes to fail at the same time 

is very small and would not be a concern the smallest 
block inward toward the failed node; it may 
negatively affect the node coverage. The connectivity 
restoration problems are subjected to path length 
constraints. Basically, in some applications, such as 
combat robotic networks and search-and-rescue 
operation, timely coordination among the actors is 
required, and extending the shortest path between two 
actors as a side effect of the recovery process would 
not be acceptable. For example, interaction among 
actors during a combat operation would require 
timeliness to accurately track and attack a fast 
moving target. A novel approach is proposed. It relies 
on the local view of a node about the network to 
relocate the least number of nodes and ensure that no 
path between any pair of affected nodes is extended 
relative to its prefailure status. A novel protocol 
should try to avoid message dropping and create 
alternate path for massage forwarding and repair the 
faulty nodes 
 
III. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
To detect the failure nodes and apply the recovery 
scheme, so that it will be able to create the alternate 
path and forward the packet. The main objective to 
have a network which gives assurance of packet and 
give the node time to regain its so that it will be able 
to carry further load packets on t network .  This can 
be done by using shortest path and repair the nodes 
by giving the time to the node for regain. To balance 
the load, the energy consumption of all sensor grids is 
balanced which increase the lifetime of the sensor 
network. 
 
IV. PROPOSED WORK                                              
 
To avoid the excessive state-update overhead and to 
expedite the connectivity restoration process, prior 
work relies on maintaining multi-hop neighbor lists 
and predetermines some criteria for the node’s 
involvement in the recovery. Multi-hop-based 
schemes often impose high node repositioning 
overhead, and the repaired inter-actor topology using 
two-hop schemes may differ significantly from its 
prefailure status.Number of deployed actors (N): This 
parameter affects the node density and the WSAN 
connectivity. Increasing N makes the WSAN 
topology highly connected. 
 

I. Communication range: All actors are 
assumed to have the same communication 
range.  

II. The value of affects the initial WSAN 
topology. While a small creates a sparse 
topology, a large boosts the overall 
connectivity 

III. Total travelled distance: reports the 
distance that the involved nodes collectively 
travel during the recovery. This can be 
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envisioned as a network-wide assessment of 
the efficiency of the applied recovery 
scheme. 

IV. Number of relocated nodes: reports the 
number of nodes that moved during the 
recovery. This metric assesses the scope of 
the connectivity restoration within the 
network. 

V. Number of exchanged messages: tracks the 
total number of messages that have been 
exchanged among nodes. This metric 
captures the communication overhead. 

VI. Number of extended shortest paths: 
reports the total number of shortest paths 
between pairs of nodes. That get extended as 
a result of the movement-assisted network 
recovery. Shortest paths are calculated. 

VII. Shortest paths not extended: reports 
average number of shortest paths that are not 
extended per topology: This metric assesses 
how serious the potential path extension. 

VIII. The messaging overhead dramatically grows 
as the node count increases. On the other 
hand, requires maintaining one-hop neighbor 
information for performing the recovery. 
Thus, an extra N message overhead is 
considered for to exchange information 
initially at the network startup. 

 
Methodology 
The precautionary methodology strives to provision 
fault tolerance by establishing a biconnected 
topology, where every pair of nodes has two distinct 
paths with no common nodes other than therefore, the 
network stays connected after a single node failure. 
However, provisioning such a level of connectivity 
may require the deployment of a large number of 
actors and can thus be impractical due to the high 
cost. In addition, it may constrain the mobility of 
actors and negatively affect application-level 
functionality.  
 
Real-time restoration: 
Real time restoration implies a response only when a 
failure is detected.CASER protocol supports multiple 
routing strategies based on the routing requirements, 
including fast/slow message delivery and secure 
message delivery to prevent routing trace back 
attacks and malicious traffic jamming attacks in 
WSNs. 
The foregoing discussion has assumed that nodes are 
aware of the network topology and can assess the 
impact of the failure and uniquely identify which 
node should replace the failed actor. If every node in 
the network is communicating with all the other 
nodes, it would be possible to fully populate the 
routing table and for the individual nodes to reach 
consistent decisions without centralized coordination.  
However, in many setups, an actor may have only 
partial knowledge about the network with routes to 

some nodes missing in its SRT. This can happen due 
to changes in the topology caused by node mobility 
or due to the fact that subsets of actors do not need to 
interact and that a route has yet to be discovered. In 
general, a partially populated SRT can raise the 
following three issues or a distributed implementation  

 A potential BC actor does not realize that its 
failed neighbor is a critical node. 

 Every neighbor of the faulty node assumes 
that it is not part of the smallest block 
leaving the network topology unrepaired 

 more than one neighbor in different blocks 
step forward 

 
Fig. 1 Recover the node and Send the data 

     
 
Flow chart: 

 
 

If the process starts it maintain the routing table and 
generate the routing list. As per the implementation 
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of caser it analyzes the failure nodes and using 
shortest routing path send the data and balance the 
load. It also recover the failed node send the another 
data from the node. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this project, to propose a secure and efficient Cost-
Aware Secure Routing protocol for WSNs to balance 
the energy consumption and increase network 
lifetime. Our analysis and simulation to showing that 
we can increase the lifetime of wireless sensor 
network and to maintain a list of their multi-hop 
neighbor’s and determine the scope of the recovery 
by checking whether the failed nodes. It also provides 
the assurances to packet delivery. CASER has 
flexibility to support multiple routing. The main 
objective to have a network which gives assurance of 
packet delivery and give the time to the nodes for 
regain, so that it will be able to carry further load 
Packets on the network. This can be done by using 
shortest path. Prior work relies on maintaining multi-
hop neighbor lists and predetermines some criteria for 
the node’s involvement in the recovery. Multi-hop-
based schemes often impose high node repositioning 
overhead and the repaired inter-actor topology using 
two-hop schemes may differ significantly from its 
prefailure status. 
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